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Summary

This thesis describes the development of a method for characterization of multicrystalline

silicon wafers based on hyperspectral imaging. The aim has been to show the distribution

of radiative defects in silicon wafers. Commonly used methods are often time consuming

and destructive or based on indirect measurements. Hyperspectral imaging is a fast,

non-destructive method which measures the distribution of radiative defects directly.

The exact mechanisms of the radiative defects are still not fully understood, but by using

hyperspectral imaging in addition to complementary measurements, new knowledge of

their origins can be obtained.

One issue in this thesis has been to show the possibilities of using hyperspectral imaging

to visualize radiative defects. In combination with multivariate curve resolution we can

quickly extract the weak signals from the raw hyperspectral images.

A research facility for cooled hyperspectral photoluminescence imaging, has in paral-

lel with the experiments, been developed and tested. The laboratory consists of two

hyperspectral cameras, excitation source and two cryogenic coolers.

50 wafers from a silicon block have been studied using the hyperspectral imaging setup.

Additionally, RGB images, conventional photoluminescence images and interstitial iron

mapping have been acquired. The different datasets have been preprocessed and corre-

sponding points were located in all image types before an affine transform was performed

to align them to a common coordinate system. Selected spectral defects were used to

make 3D visualization to show the distribution of defects through the silicon block.



Sammendrag

Denne avhandlingen beskriver utviklingen av en metode for karakterisering av multi-

krystallinske silisiumskiver basert p̊a hyperspektral avbildning. Målet har vært å vise

utbredelsen av de forskjellige luminiserende defektene som er gjeldende i silisiumskiver.

Dagens metoder for karakterisering av silisium er ofte tidkrevende, destruktive eller er

indirekte m̊alinger. Hyperspektral avbildning er en rask og ikke destruktiv m̊alemetode

som m̊aler den radiative delen av defektene fra silisium direkte.

Den fysiske årsaken til de radiative defektene er fortsatt ikke helt forst̊att, men ved

å sammeligne hyperspektrale data med alternative m̊alemetoder kan vi f̊a en bedre

forst̊aelse om årsakene.

Et aspekt ved denne avhandlingen er å vise hvilke muligheter det gir å bruke hyper-

spektralt kamera til å avbilde luminiserende defekter. I kombinasjon med multivariat

statistikk kan en raskt ekstrahere de svake signalene fra defektene i bildene.

Det er parallelt blitt utviklet og testet en forsøksrigg for hyperspektral fotoluminesens

med mulighet for kjøling av prøvene ned til 80K. Oppsettet best̊ar av to hyperspektrale

kamera, en linjelaser og to kjølte prøveholdere. 50 skiver fra en silisiumblokk er blitt

studert med prøveoppsettet. I tillegg er det tatt fargebilder, konvensjonelle fotolumine-

sensbilder og utført m̊aling av interstitielt jern av prøvene. De forskjellige datasettene

er blitt preprosessert og felles punkter ble lokalisert i alle bildene før det ble kjørt en

affin transformasjon for å gjøre bildene sammenlignbare. Utvalgte spektrale defekter ble

valgt ut til en 3D visualisering for å vise utbredelsen gjennom silisiumblokken.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The solar cell market is influenced by a strong competition in reducing the produc-

tion cost. Multicrystalline silicon wafer technologies still dominate the market in the

photovoltaic industry with approximately 80% market share [1], due to their low cost

compared to alternative technologies such as mono crystalline silicon wafers and multi-

junction cells. However, a variety of defects can occur in the silicon material, including

the inclusion of metallic particles or structural imperfections of the silicon lattice. The

presence of such material defects in the silicon material leads to a reduction in the

photovoltaic conversion efficiency [2]. Much effort is therefore dedicated to understand

how crystal imperfections in multicrystalline silicon appear, how they influence the cell

efficiency and not the least, how they can be avoided or reduced.

It is not only the amount of defects that influences the efficiency of the solar cell, but

also their spatial distribution in the silicon wafer. For example, evenly distributed metal

impurities lead to high loss in the cell efficiency. Fortunately, most metal impurities

are located at grain boundaries of the silicon crystals or they appear in clusters within

the crystal. This concentration of impurities has the advantage that a sufficient lifetime

of excited charge carrier may remain in the bulk silicon, allowing a high efficiency of

the solar cell. It is therefore important to study the spatial distribution of relevant

impurities in a wafer with the aim of improving wafer sorting.

Hyperspectral luminescence imaging is a fast non-destructive method that can be used

to visualize both the spatial distribution and the spectral characteristics of the material

defects in silicon. Hence this technology provides an opportunity to introduce individual

preprocess handling at the wafer level, based on type of defects, in order to increase the

quality of the final cells.

1
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The following thesis investigates the use of hyperspectral imaging to detect radiative

emissions from silicon wafers, with the aim of characterizing radiative defects. The first

step was to clarify if it was at all possible to detect radiative emissions from the sub band

gap in silicon by using hyperspectral imaging techniques. Secondly, a method was de-

veloped for hyperspectral photoluminescence imaging of cooled samples, and subsequent

extraction of images of radiative defects in silicon, with the aim of increasing current

knowledge of the different emission bands. The developed method was then applied on

a larger set of commercial wafers, to study the distribution of radiative defects through

the height of a silicon ingot.

The thesis is organized as follows. A brief introduction to the physics behind photo-

luminescence in silicon is given in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 gives an overview of the

luminescence techniques commonly used to characterize radiative defects in solar cells

and a short overview of the defect related luminescence signals. Chapter 2 describes the

development of a novel method for hyperspectral imaging, able to detect luminescence

from recombination processes through traps in solar cells. The results of the thesis are

discussed in Chapter 3 and the main conclusions and suggestions for further work are

presented in Chapter 4.

The following four papers are included in this thesis:

• Paper I: Spectral and spatially resolved imaging of photoluminescence in mul-

ticrystalline silicon wafers (2011) in Applied Physics Letters, 99, 011903.

• Paper II: On the origin of inter band gap radiative emission in crystalline silicon

(2012) in AIP Advances 2, 042135.

• Paper III: Characterization of silicon wafers for photovoltaic applications using

hyperspectral imaging (in review).

• Paper IV: Distribution of radiative crystal imperfections through a silicon ingot

(2013) in AIP Advances 3, 112120.
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1.2 A brief introduction to Silicon physics related to de-

fects

The silicon crystal lattice can be illustrated as a large number of atoms bonded together

with covalent forces. The silicon atom will make a covalent pair with four neighboring

atoms in order to create a stable crystal structure as shown in Fig. 1.1a.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the silicon crystal lattice. The circles denote the Si atoms
while the valence electrons are shown as black dots. (a) All the electrons are paired.
(b) An incident photon with high enough energy to brake the bond has created a free

electron and a hole.

If a photon with high enough energy to break the electron pair binding interacts with

an electron, the binding will break and the electron is free to move in the lattice. The

electron with the corresponding hole, shown in Fig. 1.1b, is called an electron-hole pair.

The free electron is not in a stable state and tends to recombine with a positive hole. The

average time from an electron leaves a hole until it recombines is called the lifetime of

the electron-hole pair. In order to generate electricity in an external circuit, the positive

and negative charges need to be separated. This is achieved by doping the silicon either

with atoms with one electron more than silicon, n-doped (n for negative doped) or atoms

with one electron less than silicon, p-doped (p for positive). This introduces a so-called

pn-junction and an electric field gradient, where the electrons and the holes are separated

[3]. Electrons associated with single atoms have well defined sets of discrete energy levels

available to them. In a crystal structure these energy levels are spread out into bands

of allowed energy [4]. Energy bands allowed for electrons are separated by a bandgap,

which is called the forbidden bandgap. For a highly pure silicon semiconductor there

are no energy levels available for electrons within the forbidden bandgap. Silicon in a
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crystal structure has a bandgap defined by:

Egap = EC − EV (1.1)

where EC and EV are the energy levels of the bottom of the conduction band and the

top of the valence band, respectively.

When crystal faults or foreign atoms are introduced into the silicon crystal, they may

give rise to energy states for electrons in the otherwise forbidden bandgap. Impurities,

especially those which introduce energy levels near the middle of the bandgap leads to

increased recombination of electron-hole pairs [4], thereby reducing the lifetime.

1.2.1 Defects and impurities in silicon wafers

Several types of material defects can be found in multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si). Mc-Si

consists of a large number of grains, which are separated by grain boundaries. Each

grain is a single crystal as shown in Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the silicon crystal lattice with grain boundaries. The grain
boundaries are the borders between the different crystals in the silicon.

The structural lattice defects may be classified into categories according to their geome-

try. These categories can be point defects, line defects, area defects and volume defects.

Point defects can be a missing atom, known as a vacancy defect or an extra atom in a

non-lattice site in the crystal, known as an interstitial defect as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of point defects in the silicon crystal lattice. The circles
denote the Si atoms. (a) A missing Si atom in the lattice, also called vacancy defect.
(b) A substitutional impurity atom in the lattice. (c) An interstitial impurity atom in

the lattice.

Line defects are known as dislocations. The dislocations can be divided into two groups:

edge dislocations and screw dislocations [5, 6]. The types of dislocations are illustrated

in Fig. 1.4. An edge dislocation contains an extra half plane, squeezed into the lattice. If

the the dislocation forms a step or ramp it is referred to as a screw dislocation. During

solidification and cooling process, material stress will introduce slip lines, where two

parts of the crystal slides according to each other [6]. These material defects may act as

recombination sites for electrons and holes reducing the minority carrier lifetime in the

silicon wafers, and thus reducing the performance of the final solar cells [2].

Figure 1.4: Illustration of dislocations. (a) Edge dislocation with an extra half plane.
(b) Screw dislocation where two parts of the lattice has an rotation.

There are two categories of impurities in crystalline silicon [7]. One category is inten-

tionally added dopants to modulate resistivity in the wafer material. The other one is

unwanted contaminants. The sources of contamination in the production of multicrys-

talline silicon are the feedstock, the crucible, the coating of the crucible and the furnace.
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Typical contaminants are C, O, N, Al and transition metals. The main metallic impuri-

ties are Iron, Nickel, Copper and Molybdenum. Iron can either exist as interstitial iron

Fei or as a complex with other defects. In p-type mc-Si wafers, the interstitial iron is

positively charged and tends to form pairs with other defects. Iron can form more than

30 different complexes. One of the most important complexes is Iron-Boron (FeB)[8].

The role of the different metals behavior in silicon has been extensively studied by Graff

[9]

1.2.2 Recombination mechanisms in silicon

The main recombination mechanisms in silicon are Radiative band-to-band recombina-

tion, Auger recombination, Recombination through traps, also called Shockley-Read-

Hall (SRH) recombination and Surface recombination [4]. These mechanisms are illus-

trated in Fig. 1.5.

Total recombination lifetime τeff is given by:

1

τeff
=

1

τSRH
+

1

τAuger
+

1

τrad
+

1

τsurface
(1.2)

In the present thesis, recombination through traps is of special interest since this mecha-

nism can result in luminescence from crystal imperfections [10], which can be measured

using hyperspectral imaging technology. This will be further described below.

Radiative band-to-band

Radiative recombination is the reverse of the light absorption process. An electron in

the conduction band makes a transition to the valence band and emits the difference in

energy as light, as shown in Fig. 1.5a. The energy of the emitted photon corresponds

to the bandgap of silicon, which is 1.124 eV. The emission from this process is denoted

band-to-band luminescence.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of the recombination processes. (a) Radiative band-to-
band recombination is where an electron from the conduction band combines directly
with a hole in the valence band and releases a photon. (b) Recombination through
traps is where an electron is trapped by an energy level within the forbidden bandgap,
caused by defects. (c) Auger recombination involves three carriers. An electron and
a hole recombine, but instead of emitting the released energy as heat or a photon, it
is given to a third carrier. (d) Surface recombination is where the discontinuity in the
crystal with unpaired bonds gives rise to a continuum of active levels in the bandgap.

Recombination through traps

Impurities and crystal defects can give rise to allowed energy levels, so-called traps, in

the otherwise forbidden bandgap, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5b. The defect levels introduce

a very efficient recombination process where electrons relax from the conduction band

to the defect level(s) and then relax further to the valence band. The energy is released

either as photons or phonons. Since the phonon activity decreases with lower tempera-

ture, the rate of radiative recombination through traps increases [4]. The emission from

this process is in this thesis denoted Defect Related Luminescence (DRL).

Auger recombination

The Auger process is a three-particle interaction where the energy released by the re-

combination of an electron-hole pair is transferred to a third free carrier, which then

releases its excess energy as phonons (thermalization), as illustrated in Fig. 1.5c. The

third carrier can be either an electron in the conduction band or a hole in the valence

band [11].

Surface recombination

The surface of silicon represents a discontinuity in the crystal structure, which leads to

a large quantity of partially bonded atoms. These so-called dangling bonds, give rise
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to recombination active levels within the bandgap, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5d. Unlike

the recombination through traps, the surface recombination does not normally occupy

a single energy level, but is distributed throughout the bandgap [11]. To minimize the

effect of surface recombination, the surface of silicon wafers can be passivated with e.g.

amorphous silicon [12].

Temperature dependence

The intensity of the radiative SRH recombination varies with temperature [13]. The

intensity of the emissions from the inter bandgap generally become stronger at lower

temperatures. These emissions have been studied in the range 4 - 300 K and the signals

appears as separate signals below 100 K [14].

1.2.3 Luminescence

Luminescence from silicon can occur by three different phenomena: Electroluminescence

(EL), where the electrons are excited by an electric current [15], cathodoluminescence,

where the electrons are excited by an electron beam, and photoluminescence [16] where

the electrons are excited by photons. Photoluminescence (PL) is defined as emission of

light from a material after absorption of photons and is due to energy exchange within

the material. The photoluminescence spectrum provides the transition energies, which

can be used to determine electronic energy levels [16].

The intensity of the band-to-band PL signal has mainly been used in studies for wafer

characterization. It is generally found that a high PL signal correlates with good solar

cell properties. It is important to take into account the quality of the surface passivation

[17, 18]. The recombination at the surface is usually non-radiative and reduces the band-

to-band PL intensity.

The choice of excitation source will have an influence on the luminescence spectra. A

laser is often used as an excitation source for PL, since it is monochromatic. Because the

absorption in silicon depends on energy, the penetration depth of the laser will depend on

its wavelength. Silicon is transparent for photons with energy lower than the bandgap.

The absorption coefficient α determines how far light at a particular wavelength can

penetrate into silicon before it is absorbed. The laser used in this work with wavelength

808nm has an average penetration depth of 13 µm at 300K according to the results by

Green and Keevers [19]. The intensity of the excitation source controls the density of

the photo-excited electrons and holes.
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The average distance a carrier can move before it recombines is called the diffusion

length. The diffusion length is related to diffusivity and carrier lifetime and is defined

as:

L =
√
Dτ (1.3)

where L is the diffusion length in meters, D is the diffusivity in m2/s and τ is the

lifetime. This effect leads to a blurring of the images in areas where lifetime is high.

Sub bandgap photoluminescence

There are several other radiative emission mechanisms in silicon in addition to the

band-to-band recombination. Four radiative emission lines, believed to originate from

recombination related to dislocations in the crystals were first reported by Drozdow et

al. in 1976 [10]. These four lines are conventionally labeled D1, D2, D3 and D4 with

energies 0.8 eV, 0.87 eV, 0.94 eV and 1.0 eV, respectively. A typical spectrum showing

the D-bands is shown in Fig. 1.6.

Figure 1.6: A typical defect related luminescence spectrum, extracted from a point
on a mc-Si wafer used in paper II. It clearly shows the different emission peaks D1-D4

in addition to the band-to-band luminescence.

Several theories have been proposed for the origins of the D-lines and other radiative

emissions from crystal imperfections, also called Defect Related Luminescence (DRL).

Sauer et al. [20] suggested that D1-D4 are due to relaxed dislocations. Higgs et al. [21]

suggest transition-metals as a source for the D-band emission lines. Further, it has been

proposed by Ostapenko et al. [22] that oxygen or heavy metals influence the half-width

and intensity of D1. Sekiguchi and Sumino [23] associate D3 and D4 with slip lines and

link D1 and D2 to intersections of plural slip lines. They also observed pairwise similarity

between D1/D2 and D3/D4 regarding their spatial distribution. Oxygen precipitates
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have also been found to be a possible origin of the D-lines [24]. D3 and D4 have

been linked to dislocations decorated by metallic impurities by Arguirov [12]. Recently

Mchedlidze et al. [25] associate screw dislocation with a small twist angle to the D-lines

whereas the edge dislocations were associated with non-radiative recombination.

A strong emission at 0.93-0.94 eV, different from D3, has been attributed to Sulfur by

Brown and Hall [26] and recently Krause et al. [27] relate the signal to dislocation

network formed at
∑

3 grain boundaries.

1.3 Characterization of recombination active defects in mc-

Si

Several methods exist for characterizing defects in mc-Si wafers. They can be divided

into two general categories: point based techniques, where one point or an area is mea-

sured, and imaging based techniques.

1.3.1 Point based and scanning based methods

Microwave photo conductance decay (MW-PCD) uses a laser as the excitation source,

which causes a change in the conductivity of the wafer. The change in conductivity is

measured by reflected microwaves and carrier lifetime is calculated [28]. This is a point

based measurement technique, but it can scan over the sample and provide a spatial life-

time map. Deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) was first described in 1974 by Lang

[29]. This method measures the capacitance transient changes in the depletion layer of a

p-n junction associated with a bias pulse as a function of temperature in a single point.

It has the capability to measure non-radiative traps in addition to the radiative centers

visible with photoluminescence techniques. This is considered to be a highly sensitive

technique to detect and analyze small concentrations of electrically active defects. More

recently other spectroscopic techniques have been developed such as injection dependent

lifetime spectroscopy (IDLS) and temperature dependent lifetime spectroscopy (TDLS)

[11]. These techniques are based upon a MW-PCD setup with a sample holder with

a cryostat and an adjustable illumination source to obtain the temperature and injec-

tion dependency on small samples. TDLS and IDLS extract more information from the

wafers by studying both temperature dependence and injection dependence on the PL

signal. Another method is luminescence spectroscopy as described by Ostapenko and

Schubert et al.[22, 30]. This method uses a laser as excitation source and a spectrometer

to obtain the luminescence spectrum.

The Quasi-steady-state photo conductance (QSSPC) uses a photographic flash lamp as
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the excitation source. The wafer is inductively coupled by a coil to a high-frequency

bridge, which detects the changes in the conductance. A reference solar cell and an oscil-

loscope are used to determine the time dependence of both the excess photo conductance

and the illumination. The lifetime can be determined by using appropriate calibration

functions [11]. This is a point measurement which result in an average lifetime over the

area of the coil.

There are many other techniques which can be used to determine the contamination

content in silicon at selected points. Cathodoluminescence [23], often connected to a

microscope, provides high resolution, but over a limited area. Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy (FTIR) can be used to measure oxygen content in silicon wafers [24]. Glow

Discharge Mass Spectrometry (GDMS) [31], is a point based measurement, which can

detect low concentrations of impurities [32]. There are many possibilities using electron

microscopes such Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) [33] and Synchrotron [30, 34]

and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) [35]. Synchrotron techniques with X-

ray fluorescence [30, 34] provide measurements of the chemical composition, but do not

involve the physical principle of generation/recombination of electron hole pairs.

1.3.2 Imaging methods (camera based)

The intensity of the general broadband emission of luminescence for wafers is commonly

measured in PL imaging techniques. The use of PL imaging for silicon wafers has devel-

oped rapidly in recent years due to its speed, non-destructive nature and its simplicity

regarding instrumentation. Standard camera based luminescence techniques are widely

used [18, 36, 37]. PL imaging has several advantages. It has high spatial resolution, the

cameras are inexpensive and the acquisition time is short enough for inline use [38].

To calculate carrier lifetime from the PL images, calibration is often performed with a

QSSPC measurement [39, 40]. Recently, a method called Quasi-Steady-State Photolu-

minescence QSSPL was shown by Giesecke et al. [41].

The PL imaging technique has been developed further for indirect measurements of the

defect distribution. MacDonald et al. [42] describe a technique to calculate interstitial

iron by using PL-images before and after dissociation of the iron-boron pair. Schubert

et al. [43] has extended the technique to include other metastable defects such as boron-

oxygen and chromium-boron.

Carrier Density Imaging (CDI) is a method using the change in transparency of silicon in

the IR region due to excited electrons, to measure carrier lifetime using a thermographic

camera. The method is proposed by Bail et al. [44]. This is a laboratory method
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that requires two images to detect the lifetime, one with illumination and one without

illumination.

Electroluminescence (EL) is an imaging technique which uses electricity to generate

carriers and a CCD camera to capture the generated luminescence. There are mainly

two types of images generated from EL, forward bias images and reverse bias images.

Mankovic et al. 2012 [45] describe a tool to classify defects by using different excitation

voltages using electroluminescence. EL is only applicable to finished processed solar

cells, not to wafers.

The term defect related luminescence is used for methods studying radiative emissions

from the sub bandgap. An example spectrum from a wafer used in this work is illustrated

in Fig. 1.6, showing different defect related emissions. Recently, defect band lumines-

cence with e.g. an InGaAs camera with band pass filters has been used for mapping the

integral of wavelength over a range in the luminescence spectrum [45–49]. This method

is based on similar cameras as our hyperspectral camera. It acquires an entire object

at a time, so it is a fast method. The resulting image shows the spatial distribution

of one part of the spectrum, whereas the hyperspectral technology provides all spectral

features.

Hyperspectral imaging has been reported for spectrally resolved BB electro-luminescence

by Peloso et al. [50, 51]. The authors suggest that the shape of the BB peak may reveal

physical device parameters affecting the luminescence. Li et al. 2010 [52] describe a

method for crack detection in Cz-Si solar cell, by analyzing the laser reflection. Recently,

a thesis by Delamarre [53] using a hyperspectral camera connected to a microscope was

published, studying CIGS thin-film solar cells.

Hyperspectral defect luminescence imaging provides an extra dimension in relation to

the other luminescence based methods. Compared to luminescence spectroscopy [22,

30], this method adds a spatial dimension, which can visualize the distribution of the

different emissions. Hyperspectral imaging reveals a detailed spectrum at each pixel,

whereas defect band luminescence spectroscopy [45–49] gives an image integrated over a

spectral range. The hyperspectral imaging method is non-destructive and may be used

in different stages of solar cell production, from as-cut wafers to solar cells.



Chapter 2

Materials and methods

2.1 Development of a new method

This chapter describes the development of a new application of hyperspectral imaging

technology, that has resulted in a novel method for characterization of silicon wafers.

After a short introduction to the principles of hyperspectral imaging technology, I will

describe how the imaging laboratory was designed for this application. I will also give

a description of how the data were preprocessed and analyzed.

2.2 Hyperspectral imaging

Hyperspectral imaging combines spectral information and conventional imaging by record-

ing a full spectrum in each pixel of an image [54]. There are mainly two types of hy-

perspectral cameras. One is a filter based system with either a tunable bandpass filter

or filter wheel. This system records the entire scene/sample at once, one wavelength

range per frame. The other type, referred to as push broom scanner [55],which is used

in the present study, scans the sample line-by-line, at all the wavelength ranges at a

time. Hyperspectral images are represented as data cubes, often called hypercubes. An

example visualization of a hypercube is shown in Fig. 2.1a. The spatial information is

collected in the X-Y plane, while the spectral information is represented in the Z plane.

13
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Figure 2.1: a) A 3D representation of a hyperspectral image of a mc-Si wafer. A
band-to-band PL image is displayed in red-yellow and additional information from
other channels in blue (defects in our sample). The x and y axes are the spatial
directions and the z axis is the spectral/energy direction. b) Current setup with the

NEO hyperspectral camera.

2.3 Instrumentation

The Dept. of Mathematical Sciences and Technology, Norwegian University of Life Sci-

ences, started to establish and build an imaging laboratory in 2005. The first hyperspec-

tral camera was acquired in 2007, an InGaAs camera SWIR 320i (Norsk Elektrooptikk

AS, Oslo, Norway) with a spectral range 900-1700 nm. An example image and setup

for the NEO camera is shown in Fig. 2.1. The camera provides 150 channels with 12

bit resolution. The NEO camera has fixed focus. To adjust the focus, the distance from

the camera to the object must be changed.

The second camera is an HgCdTe SWIR camera (Specim, Spectral Imaging Ltd, Oulu,

Finland) with a spectral range of 1000-2500 nm with 256 spectral channels and 14 bit

resolution, and was acquired in 2011.

A flexible closed cabinet solution, shown in Fig. 2.2, was designed and built in black

anodized aluminum to protect the samples from reflections and ambient stray light and

to shield the users from laser reflections.
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Figure 2.2: Current hyperspectral imaging setup in the hyperspectral laboratory
with a) linear translation stage, b) Specim hyperspectral camera, c) illumination source
(laser), d) long pass filter to prevent the light laser reflection to enter the camera optics,

e) cryogenic cooler with sample holder. The system is enclosed in a cabinet.

2.3.1 Illumination

When studying PL signals, the recorded light is emitted by the sample,whereas in stan-

dard photography, it is the reflected light that is recorded. The luminescence signal is

not visible to the naked eye, since it emits at NIR wavelengths. Moreover, it is very weak

and can be difficult to extract from the noise level. The first experiments were performed

with LED diodes as illumination source, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3a. The camera setup

was easy to use since the entire object was illuminated at once. However, we were not

able to create a homogeneous and reproducible light-field with this setup. An example

image from this setup is shown in Fig. 2.3b. The image shows that the distribution

of the photoluminescence was heterogeneous indicating that the illumination was not

sufficiently homogeneous.

Figure 2.3: a) First experiment of hyperspectral imaging of silicon wafers. The
excitation source consisted of LED diodes soldered on a PCB board. Photo: Odd
Magnus Eng, b) PL image of a silicon wafer obtained using LED illumination. The

image shows the heterogeneous distribution of the emitted photoluminescence.
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A line laser at 808 nm (Solid state diode laser, 2 W) was therefore acquired to improve

the homogeneity and intensity of the illumination source. The laser light is not recorded

by the cameras, since they are sensitive in the wavelength region 900-2500 nm. To use

a line laser, the laser line needs to be aligned along the camera’s field of view. This was

done by localizing the detectable line of the hyperspectral cameras and marking it. The

laser was adjusted to the marked line. An illustration of the setup and a resulting image

is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: a) Experimental setup showing the hyperspectral camera and silicon
wafers. Illumination source was a 2W line laser, b) PL image of a silicon wafer obtained

using laser illumination.

The resulting image (Fig. 2.4b) from the laser setup showed better contrast and higher

signal compared to the LED setup (Fig. 2.3). However the intensity profiles of this laser

were not stable. Furthermore, the line was not homogeneous showing a Gaussian like

shape, with a stronger signal towards the center of the line. Therefore, a new, more

powerful laser (Lasiris Magnum II, 808 nm, 5 W, Gammadata Instrument AB, Uppsala,

Sweden) with an irradiated power density of 2W/cm2 and a flat intensity profile was

acquired. A goniometer and rotary stage with micrometer adjustment was obtained to

simplify the laser alignment. The fine adjustment is performed with a wafer in place by

maximizing the luminescence peak seen in the camera software. This setup provides a

homogeneous intensity profile and an example image from this setup is shown in Fig. 2.5,

showing higher intensity and acceptable homogeneity.
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Figure 2.5: a) Experimental setup showing the Specim hyperspectral camera. The
current illumination source was a 5W line laser. b) An example image of a silicon wafer

from the current setup showing band-to-band luminescence.

2.3.2 Optics

Second order refraction from the illumination source gives an unwanted signal at 1616

nm in the recorded image. A 850 nm high performance long pass filter (Edmund Optics)

was used to minimize this effect. The filter’s blocking effect, the optical density (OD),

is determined by the order of intensity that is blocked and can be calculated by:

OD = log10
I0
IT

(2.1)

where I0 is the initial intensity, and IT is the transmitted intensity. The filter is spec-

ified to be OD≥4. Different filters were tested. It was found that filters with a sharp

transition, as shown in Fig. 2.6, increased the image quality. The filter is placed at the

camera lens (see Fig. 2.2).

Figure 2.6: The transmission of the 850 nm high performance long pass filter. The
filter blocks all wavelength less than 850 nm, including the laser’s wavelength, but

transmits light with higher wavelengths.
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2.3.3 Temperature controller

During this work, two cryogenic sample holders were designed to enable cooling of the

wafers to temperatures where the defect luminescence emissions was visible. The first one

was designed with both cooling and heating capabilities and is illustrated in Fig. 2.7a.

The cooler consisted of an inner steel cylinder with a removable cover of aluminum,

referred to as the sample holder. The sample holder has small heating elements near

the surface to control the exact temperature. It is also equipped with small holes for

creating a vacuum, to hold the sample in place during the measurements. The cylinder

is surrounded by 5 cm isolation. The barrel is filled with liquid nitrogen. The first

version achieved temperatures from 110K - 340K.

The temperature of the cooled sample was still too high. The second cooler, as shown in

Fig. 2.7b, was optimized such that lower temperatures could be achieved. The sample

holder was made of one piece of aluminum with several cold fingers and purging of cold

nitrogen gas over the wafer. This cooler can cool the wafer to 80K and is stable for

several hours.

Figure 2.7: a) First version of the cryogen cooler with the sample holder shown in
the middle. This cooler has, in addition to cooling, a system for creating a vacuum to
hold the wafer and heating elements to adjust the temperature. b) Current version of

the cryogen cooler with flushing of cold gas over the wafer.
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2.3.4 Camera calibration

Calibration of hyperspectral cameras can be divided into several steps. First, the cam-

eras response at different wavelengths is adjusted. This camera calibration is normally

done by the vendors and the calibration factors are included in the software. A correc-

tion for the illumination profile spatially and spectrally is also important. In reflectance

imaging, when the excitation spectrum is the same as the camera’s spectral range, a

reflectance standard should be used [54]. In luminescence imaging, the illumination

wavelength is not detected by the camera. The laser is monochromatic and the wave-

length is known, but the intensity profile is not always constant. One way to solve

this issue was to find a homogeneous material with similar luminescent behavior as

multicrystalline silicon. A mono-crystalline wafer was tested as reference to adjust the

intensity variation of the illumination source. This was difficult due to the different

luminescence intensity signals between the mono-crystalline and multicrystalline wafers.

The difference in intensity between the sample and reference was so high that it was not

possible to acquire it simultaneously with the same acquisition time. The current laser

has a documented and even intensity profile. Another important issue is to validate the

spectral calibration for the channels. This is often performed with different lasers and

an integrating sphere or a lamp with spectral peaks such as a Hg lamp. The wavelength

calibration from the camera vendor corresponded well with the findings of the so-called

D-lines described in Papers II and III.

Absolute calibration is a method to calculate the absolute radiance detected by the

camera. This is important when comparing two samples with respect to intensity of

the defects. To be able to use the setup developed in this thesis to measure calibrated

lifetime, an absolute calibration should be performed.

Recently a method for relative and absolute calibration for hyperspectral imaging of

luminescence of wafers with a microscope by Delamarre was described, using a fiber

optic cable mounted to the camera optics for the absolute calibration [56].

2.4 Data analysis

2.4.1 Preprocessing

The raw images from hyperspectral cameras appear more noisy than standard cameras.

This is due to the fact that the signal is split into all the wavelength channels and thereby

has less intensity per channel. The noise from detector variations can be reduced by

subtraction of dark frames. The dark frames were obtained by closing the aperture and
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capturing 100 frames with the same exposure time as the sample frames. These were

averaged and subtracted from the raw frames. An additional step was added for the NEO

camera to optimize the data. The NEO images show a wafer in the center surrounded

by the aluminum surface of the sample holder, that is also seen as a background beneath

the wafer. This background signal was subtracted by averaging the pixel columns on

each side of the wafer for all spectral channels. This step did not improve the results on

the images from the Specim camera.

2.4.2 Alignment

In order to compare the hyperspectral imaging method to other imaging techniques,

aligning the different images was necessary. The first task was to align a hyperspectral

image of a wafer taken at low temperature with an image taken at room temperature,

in order to overlay an image with defect related luminescence over an image with BB

luminescence, as shown in Paper III. The main issues were low contrast and difficulties

in locating the corners of the wafer. High contrast images were created by summing

together signals from selected channels. From these high contrast images it was possible

to extract the coordinates of the corners of the wafer from the contrast images.

Figure 2.8: Alignment of five datasets of 50 wafers to one common coordinate system.
Top) The five different datasets. (PL, RGB, hyperspectral PL, Defect related PL, and
FeB). Left) The resulting 3D visualization of two different defects through the block.

Right) Visualization of one wafer with a RGB image with defects overlaid.

A goal in Paper IV was to align data from 50 wafers (see Fig. 2.8) of the stack to a

common coordinate system. Each wafer had five different measurements which should
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be transformed. The datasets had different scales and different contrast as shown in

Fig. 2.8. It was decided to use affine transform to account for translation, scaling,

rotation and perspective changes [57, 58].

There were two reasons for developing an automatic approach for localizing correspond-

ing points in images from different measurement techniques: i) the huge amount of

data provided by the hyperspectral images and ii) an automatic algorithm will be more

precise and reproducible.

Figure 2.9: a) Scorpion imaging automation software showing the method for edge
detection. b) An example from the experiments using the automatic alignment method

(SIFT).

Ideally, the alignment method should be fully automatic. Feature based alignment is

an approach for detecting and extracting local feature descriptors that are reasonably

invariant to changes in illumination, image noise, rotation, scaling, and small changes

in viewpoint. One method within feature based alignment is Scale Invariant Feature

Transform (SIFT) [59]. This method was used successfully for aligning data from a few

of the datasets of the same wafer as shown in Fig. 2.9b. Due to the low contrast and

the shapes of the defect related luminescence, a more manual point detection method

was chosen. A method for automatic corner detection was developed in Scorpion [60],

a framework for vision automation, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9a. Contrast images were

generated by summing the signals from selected wavelengths. The contrast images were

imported to Scorpion. Edge detection functions were complemented with information

about direction, position and threshold values. After the edges were localized, the

corners were calculated as the crossing point of the edges and exported with Python.

The corners were used as input for an affine transform in Matlab [61] to align the 3D

cubes from the hyperspectral camera and complementary measurements into a common

coordinate system. The workflow of the alignment method is shown in Fig. 2.10. For

certain measurements, a manual selection of correspondence points was selected, because

the signal and contrast at some of the edges were very low.
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Figure 2.10: The workflow for the image alignment method for the hyperspectral
images. A target point is chosen from one of the images. First, a contrast image is
created in Matlab by adding signals from selected wavelength. This image is exported to
Scorpion, an image automation software, where corners are detected. These coordinates
are input for the affine transform in Matlab and applied on the hyperspectral image.

The different selected emissions where extracted from the corrected image.

2.4.3 3D-visualization

The different aligned datasets were imported and processed in Matlab for creating data

files for 3D visualization. Since each preprocessed image from the hyperspectral camera

is over 600Mb, a script to traverse the 150 files and extract signals from the hypercube

was needed. One 3D model file for each signal was created. Visualization software

(Python [62] and Mayavi2 [63]) was used to combine the data files into a 3D model.

When visualizing one sample, energy was set in the third dimension. For Paper IV one

or two defects were displayed simultaneously with the height of the silicon block as the

third dimension, as shown in Fig. 2.8 (left).

2.4.4 Multivariate analysis

Hyperspectral data often contain thousands of spectra, many of them highly correlated.

There is a need for tools to extract the most significant information from the data. The

signal from the crystal defects of interest in this thesis are very weak and often hard to

distinguish from noise. We usually have some a priori knowledge about the signals we

want to extract from silicon wafers. Since the underlaying physics and the interaction

between the signals is unclear, much effort has been put into the interpretation of the

solutions obtained from the different multivariate methods described below. To evaluate

the chosen statistical method, manually extracted emission images from the D-bands and

spectra from selected points were used. This is shown in Figure 6 in paper III.
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Methods for signal extraction were considered. Principal component analysis (PCA) [64],

independent component analysis (ICA) [65] and multivariate curve resolution (MCR)

[66]. In this thesis the focus has been on MCR.

PCA is a variance method for reducing the dimensionality of large two-dimensional data

sets. PCA finds a linear transformation of the original data into the orthogonal directions

where variance is maximized [64]. Each principal component is composed of a loading

vector and a score vector. The loading vector values represent the weights for each

variable and represent the so-called latent variables. These are variables that contain

the most important information in the data. The score vector contains the original data

in the rotated coordinate system. Due to the orthogonality and the maximum variance

constraint of PCA, it does not necessarily provide the concentrations and true spectra

of the image constituents [67]. PCA applied to hyperspectral images has been used

for bruise detection in mushrooms and apples [68, 69], which is quite similar to defect

classification in silicon.

MCR is an iterative resolution method that strives to recover the pure spectra of an

unresolved mixture when no prior information is available about the nature of the mix-

ture of different spectra [67]. MCR is based on a bilinear model, which requires a linear

combination of the spectra of the pure components in the system. The bilinear model

is in the form

D = CSt+ E (2.2)

where D is the raw measurement, C is the matrix of concentrations, and St the matrix of

related pure spectra. E is the experimental error contained in the raw measurement and

is minimized using the alternating least square method [70]. For the work presented in

this thesis MCR was implemented in PLS Toolbox 7.03 [71]. An example of MCR used

on one of the wafers is shown in Fig. 2.11. Different constraints such as non-negativity

[72] and unimodality [73] can be applied to the model. In the present study the data were

mean centered and non-negativity constraints were applied. Two image applications of

the MCR method are described by Juan et al. [74] where MCR used on spectral images

of tablets with acetylsalicylic acid as the active compound and Gallagher et al. [75] used

MCR to analyze drug images using secondary ion mass spectroscopy.

MCR works on two dimensional matrixes, so the 3D hypercubes were unfolded. After the

analysis, the C matrix can be folded back to yield a map of concentration distributions

of e.g. defects in silicon wafers.
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Figure 2.11: An example of MCR applied on a hyperspectral image. The images
corresponds to Eq. 2.2. a) The hypercube of the wafer. b) The concentration images
for the four components. c) The four extracted spectra, showing the different emissions.

d) The residual spectra which is not modeled.
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Papers in this thesis

Paper I shows that it is possible to detect and distinguish between different defect

related emissions from the sub bandgap of silicon in a cooled wafer using a hyperspectral

InGaAs camera. Paper II compares these emissions to previously described emission

lines detected by spectroscopic techniques. In Paper III, the goal was to use explorative

multivariate analysis techniques to extract the signals present in the studied sample.

Paper IV used this knowledge on a commercial set of wafers. In addition, a hyperspectral

image alignment was performed to visualize the defect signal in a 3D model.

Paper I: Spectral and spatially resolved imaging of photo-

luminescence in multicrystalline silicon wafers

The first results of hyperspectral defect related luminescence imaging on Si wafers were

reported in Paper I. Compared to commonly used methods for studying radiative defects

in silicon, such as luminescence spectroscopy [22, 30], this method has many advantages.

The method can show the distribution of defect related luminescence over a wafer, spec-

trally resolved, within the timeframe of approximately 5 seconds. Photoluminescence

properties of the mc-Si wafers in the wavelength range 900-1700 nm in both the spatial

and spectral dimension are discussed. Three radiative signals in addition to BB were

observed with peaks at 0.81 eV, 0.94 eV and 0.97 eV. The signal at 0.81 eV showed a

broad peak in the spectra, with high intensity in areas with low lifetime. This peak was

also earlier observed by Koshka et al. [76]. A double peak with peaks at 0.94 eV and

0.97 eV was also observed. These two signals coexist in general, but the peak at 0.94

eV had some additional intense spots on the wafer. The peaks also showed a negative

correlation to the BB-PL signal. Thus this paper demonstrated the possibilities of using

a hyperspectral InGaAs camera for wafer characterization.

25
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Paper II: On the origin of inter band gap radiative emission

in crystalline silicon

In Paper II, both mc-Si and Cz (mono-crystalline) Si wafers were studied with a hyper-

spectral camera. The samples were studied at room temperature and at 110 K. Only the

BB-PL was observed at room temperature. At 110 K, sub-bandgap radiation peaks were

clearly identified in the mc-Si wafer but not in the Cz wafer. The sub-bandgap peaks

were related to so-called D-band emission lines previously described in the literature

[10]. Whereas previous studies [14, 22, 77, 78], were only based on point measurements,

the hyperspectral images yielded images of the spatial distribution of the D-band emis-

sions. These images made it possible to study the correlation between the four D-lines,

spatially and not only point by point. The measurements support the theory that the

D1/D2 pair has a different origin than the D3/D4 pair. Moreover, variations in the

intensity ratio between D1 and D2 indicates that D1 and D2 do not always appear to-

gether. The same was shown for D3 and D4, and D3 in particular had some very intense

spots. An additional emission at 0.75 eV was also observed. This paper showing images

of D-band emissions of a whole wafer.

Paper III: Characterization of silicon wafers for photovoltaic

applications using hyperspectral imaging

In this article the goal was to further improve the analysis of the hyperspectral images

by using multivariate statistics to extract the information from the data cube and by

using image alignment to visualize the comparison of hyperspectral images and images

obtained by an independent technology. MCR was chosen as a statistical method to

extract the interesting signals from the hyperspectral images. There was a good agree-

ment between the score images and the manually extracted D-band images in the studied

wafers. The MCR also revealed a new or little described emission at 0.75 eV. Addition-

ally, the high intensity signal with emission near D3, as found in Paper II, was identified

as a separate signal called VID3. A calibrated CDI image was obtained to validate

the BB results from the hyperspectral camera. The validation showed good agreement

between the hyperspectral BB image and the CDI image although the hyperspectral im-

age had better contrast. The differences in contrast made the alignment of the images

difficult since similar features must be identified in both images. Different approaches

for image alignment were tested. The chosen method was to create a contrast image

of the hyperspectral image by summing up the signals from selected wavelengths to be

used for input for the alignment procedure. A procedure to locate the corners by finding
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the crossing point of the edges was implemented in a software package called Scorpion.

The coordinates of the corners were extracted for use in an affine transform of all the

channels in Matlab.

Paper IV: Distribution of radiative crystal imperfections

through a silicon ingot

The hyperspectral technology has been applied on a larger dataset in this paper, where

defect related luminescence has been visualized throughout an entire silicon block. A

set of 50 wafers evenly distributed through a silicon block were measured with the

hyperspectral camera at room temperature and cooled to 80 K. The wafers were also

imaged with a regular photographic camera and with MW-PCD. The latter is a technique

to map the interstitial iron content. All the different images of the 50 wafers were aligned

to a common coordinate system using the technique described in Chapter 2.4.2. It was a

comprehensive task since the contrasts in the hyperspectral images vary with the height

of the block and edges were not well defined. The data for each D-line, BB-PL and

regular photograph across the full height of the silicon block were extracted as a 3D

model. The 3D models were imported to Python Mayavi for visualization. This made

it possible to not only see the defects for one wafer but for all the wafers in the stack

simultaneously. This made it possible to map how the different radiative emissions were

distributed through a silicon ingot. This study also confirmed and visualized the presence

of the signal called VID3. Advanced imaging techniques were shown for visualization of

defects overlaid a standard RGB image and overlaid a PL image as shown in Paper IV

for single wafers.
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Conclusion and further work

The first goal of this thesis was to clarify if it was at all possible to detect emissions

from sub band gap by using hyperspectral imaging techniques. Analysis of the hyper-

spectral images of silicon wafers showed clear sub bandgap signals. The intensity as

well as the spatial location of the emitted signal could be identified. Hyperspectral

photoluminescence was therefore a suitable method for studying silicon wafers.

The second goal was to develop a method using hyperspectral imaging to characterize

wafers. This required testing of excitation sources, wafer cooling methods as well as

image processing and analysis methods. The system developed in this thesis proved to

be highly sensitive, able to detect weak defect related luminescent signals. The method

is fast, non-contact and non-destructive requiring no sample preparation.

The hyperspectral imaging method was then applied to commercial wafers to get a better

understanding of the radiative defects. The 3D-visualization of a stack of hyperspectral

images made it possible to see the distribution of radiative signals through a silicon

ingot. The method developed for image alignment can be used to compare measurements

from hyperspectral imaging with other characterization measurements. This work has

revealed new knowledge of the spatial distribution and presence of the different D-bands.

In particular, the D1 and D2 bands do not always coexist and based on our results

cannot be regarded as a pair. The presence of the D3 and D4 band are more likely

a pair, assuming that the emission VID3 is a separate signal. By using multivariate

statistics, VID3 was extracted as a separate signal of point defects. The signal of 0.75

eV was shown to be distributed as point defects in the wafers.

In future studies, comparisons of hyperspectral imaging with several complementary

measurements should be conducted in order to improve the understanding of the physics

behind the emissions. Several projects have been initiated to study the correspondence

28
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between the defect related luminescence and other scanning or image based comple-

mentary methods. One recently initiated project aiming to improve the understanding

of the different emission peaks compares our hyperspectral imaging method and defect

classification obtained by EL and reverse EL. In another ongoing study, different defect

related emissions against grain boundaries and grain orientation on a large dataset of

commercial full sized wafers is investigated. A full temperature study, characterizing

the radiative peaks in the temperature range 100-300 K, will provide more information

on the temperature dependence of the different peaks. Furthermore, the hyperspectral

imaging method should be developed further by deriving a calibration method for the

setup, to be able to compare the intensity in images obtained in different experimental

setups.
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The photoluminescent properties of multicrystalline silicon wafers have been studied using
hyperspectral imaging in the region 900–1700 nm. Hyperspectral imaging provides high resolution
macroscopic images in both the spatial and spectral dimensions over a time frame of seconds.
Energy states introduced in the bandgap of Si from crystal imperfections resulted in increased
recombination of photogenerated free charge carriers. Spectral resolution in the near infrared
enabled us to spatially image specific radiative recombination processes through traps in the Si
bandgap. Hyperspectral imaging is a fast, non-contact, and non-destructive method, giving it
potential for industrial applications. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3607307]

Luminescence imaging of multicrystalline silicon (mc-
Si) wafers for solar cell applications has been shown to be a
powerful method for studying a wide range of parameters
affecting solar cell performance.1–4 Of these, the lifetime
and diffusion lengths of minority charge carriers in wafers,2

shunting,5,6 series resistance,7 and crystal imperfections8,9

are of particular interest. Visualizing these parameters as
images has become a valuable tool for the photovoltaic (PV)
industry in the task of optimizing process parameters to
achieve ever higher solar cell efficiencies.

Hyperspectral imaging is a well documented method
where a spectrally as well as spatially resolved image is
recorded. The setup relies on a charge coupled device (CCD)
camera focusing on a line rather than the entire sample. The
line signal is resolved spectrally by directing it through a dif-
fracting slit at the focal point of the entrance optics before the
collimating lenses. The spectrally resolved signal is then
recorded by the CCD chip, effectively sacrificing one dimen-
sion of spatial resolution. This dimension is then regained by
physically moving (scanning) either the camera or the sample
at a specified rate. The method has been used for studying
physical defects such as cracks and surface contamination in
processed solar cells.10

Recombination of photogenerated charge carriers
through states in the bandgap may be of radiative nature and
result in the emittance of photons at higher wavelengths
(lower energy) than the Si band to band (Si-BB) transition.
Such energy states within the Si bandgap may be introduced
by structural crystal defects and impurities. Such states have
been extensively studied and mapped.1 However, due to the
extremely low densites of these states, the emitted signals
will be very weak compared to the primary photolumines-
cence (PL) signal.

In this Letter, we demonstrate that hyperspectral imag-
ing can be used to characterize surface passivated, boron
doped, multicrystalline silicon wafers without a pn-junction.
We employ an InGaAs-based camera with a spectral range
from 900 nm to 1700 nm and a spectral resolution of 5 nm.

This enables us to specifically extract the signal caused by
luminescence due to radiative recombination over the
bandgap of silicon at 1150 nm. We further demonstrate the
potential for imaging individual crystal imperfections associ-
ated with radiative recombination through energy states
introduced into the Si bandgap. The recording time of the
images is on the order of seconds.

Conventional p-doped (boron, 1.0 X"cm, 240 lm thick-
ness) multicrystalline silicon wafers with dimensions
50# 50 mm were used in this study. The wafers were surface
passivated by amorphous Si (a-Si:H). Band-to-band (BB)
photoluminescence was studied at room temperature (RT) by
placing the wafer on a polished stainless steel surface. The
sample was cooled to 120 K on a liquid nitrogen cooled sur-
face of polished aluminium. The excitation source was a 808
nm/2 W laser diode with a line generating lens. The photon
flux at the sample was on the order of 4.0# 1018 cm$2 (20
suns). The practical spatial resolution of the system (Norsk
Elektrooptikk SWIR 320i) was on the order of 330 lm. The
signal from the sample was filtered by a 850 nm low-pass op-
tical filter before entering the focusing optics. The contrast
and brightness of the images were adjusted for optimal
printed visibility with the image software GIMP 2.6.

Photoluminescence from the Si band-to-band transition
with a center wavelength of 1150 nm was recorded by the
hyperspectral camera and is presented as a spatially resolved
image in Figure 1(a). Strong PL signals giving images with
good quality were recorded, albeit somewhat limited by the
spatial resolution of the system. Physical features of the wa-
fer such as grain boundaries are depicted with good contrast.
Sub-grain boundaries are also evident as are larger regions
with decreased PL activity. Uneven brightness in the image
was caused by uneven illumination by the solid state laser
diode.

The spectrum of a high intensity luminescent region in
the wafer at room temperature (RT, 300 K) (marked 1 in
Figure 1(a)) is shown in Figure 2. It exhibits a strong signal
centered at 1150 nm attributed to the band-to-band PL of Si,
as expected. No apparent signals were recorded in the higher
wavelength region corresponding to recombination through
radiative active states in the bandgap at RT. A shoulder-like

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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feature was recorded at the lower energy side of the peak
(1200-1250 nm). This was due to indirect bandgap transi-
tions of the excited minority charge carriers involving inter-
actions with more than one phonon.

The wafer was cooled to 120 K as described above in
order to increase the signal from luminescent active states. A
wide range of signals in the range 1200–1700 nm were
recorded at lower temperatures as energy transitions became

radiative. The characteristics of these varied from spectrally
sharp peaks and highly localized signals to spatially distrib-
uted and spectrally broader peaks. Metallic impurities as Mo,
Ni, or Fe and intermetallic particle clusters such as Cu3Si
have a tendency to accumulate at localized positions in the
grain boundaries in mc-Si.11–14 Dislocations may be pinned
to grain boundaries in large numbers or they may be distrib-
uted more evenly within certain grains.

In this Letter, we discuss briefly two inter-bandgap spec-
tral signals, one signal with a center wavelength of 1520 nm/
0.816 eV and a signal consisiting of two peaks in the range
1250–1350 nm. These peaks were seemingly coupled by
some physical mechanism as they frequently appeared to-
gether as a characteristic double peak with center wave-
lengths 1270 nm/0.977 eV and 1320 nm/0.940 eV. A
number of other spectral features were recorded in the
images, to be the subject of further studies.

The spectrum from the area marked 2 in Figure 1(a) is
shown in Figure 2. It is characterized by a strong, main sig-
nal with a center wavelength of 1520 nm/0.816 eV. Addi-
tionally, two characteristic peaks at 1270 nm/0.977 eV and
1320 nm/0.940 eV are present at lower intensities. The BB
PL signal from Si was quenched to a large extent, but a rem-
nant is evident at a significantly smaller intensity than the
signals caused by recombination through inter-bandgap
states. The signal at 1520 nm/0.816 eV is depicted as a spa-
tially resolved image in Figure 1(b) and seems to associate
primarily with two larger, distributed areas in the bottom left
and right part of the wafer. These areas also exhibit low life-
time of minority charge carriers evident from the low inten-
sity in the BB PL image in Figure 1(a). More shadowy
contrast was recorded in other parts of the wafer at this
wavelength. The distributed nature over certain, specific
areas suggests an origin related to dislocations. This state-
ment is, however, of speculative nature and calls for further
investigations by dislocation mapping techniques. Studies of
the iron-boron complex FeB have shown interstitially posi-
tioned iron (Fei), which readily forms the FeB complex in
boron doped Si, to appear with a distributed nature in mc-Si
in heavily contaminated samples.1 Assuming a one step
recombination process and a Si bandgap of 1.15 eV at 120
K, the signal with energy 0.816 eV (1520 nm) may be attrib-
uted to a defect level either at Et-Ev or Ec-Et¼ 0.334 eV. The
recombination active acceptor state introduced by FeB has
been extensively studied and is on average reported at Ec-
Et¼ 0.26 6 0.03 eV.12 This is not in accordance with the
mechanism reported here. However, a radiative dislocation
state emitting at 0.8 eV has been reported.13 This is close to
the value found in this study.

Figure 2 shows the spectral response from the area
marked 3 in Figure 1(a). Apart from a partially quenched Si
BB PL peak at 1150 nm, two sharp peaks are seen in the
spectrum. Their center wavelengths are 1270 nm/0.977 eV
and 1320 nm/0.940 eV, respectively. These two peaks are in
general found in most spectra from low-lifetime regions of
the wafer. The signal from the peak at 1270 nm/0.977 eV is
shown as a spatially resolved image in Figure 1(c) and the
peak at 1320 nm/0.940 eV is shown in Figure 1(d). The
images show that these signals exhibit both distributed and
sharp, localized characteristics.

FIG. 1. (a) Intensity image of the band-to-band photoluminescense signal
from the multicrystalline silicon wafer sample with center frequency 1150
nm/1.09 eV at 300 K. The image was generated by integrating the signals
between 1100 and 1200 nm. (b) Intensity image of the signal with center fre-
quency 1520 nm/0.816 eV at 120 K. (c) Intensity image of the signal with
center frequency 1270 nm/0.977 eV at 120 K. (d) Intensity image of the sig-
nal with center frequency 1320 nm/0.940 eV at 120 K.

FIG. 2. The recorded spectra from the areas marked 1 (300 K), 2 and 3 (120
K) in Figure 1(a), respectively.
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The distributed signals in Figures 1(c) and 1(d) seem to
be correlated since the images show the same features. By
comparing the image of the Si BB PL signal (Figure 1(a))
and the peak imaged (Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)), it is evident that
there is a negative correlation between the Si BB PL and
these since low luminosity parts of the PL image show
higher signal strength from the peaks. This is as expected
and suggests that the physical mechanisms associated with
these signals are connected to lower lifetimes of minority
charge carriers, i.e., enhanced recombination.

Striking features of the images depicted in Figures 1(c)
and 1(d) are the sharp, localized signals evident as individual
point-like areas with high luminosity. In some of these areas,
the signals at 1270 nm/0.977 eV and 1320 nm/0.940 eV
appear together and in other areas they do not. Comparing
the images in Figures 1(c) and 1(d) to the Si BB PL image in
Figure 1(a), it is evident that all these areas also have low lu-
minosity in the Si BB PL image. The point-like signals are
distorted in one dimension along the excitation laser line.
This may be due to back-reflection from the sample holder
with subsequent scattering from the impurity. Metallic
impurities either in the form of precipitated silicides or as
individual metallic inclusions have been reported in trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) studies.14 These tend to
precipitate at grain boundaries and triple points in the multi-
crystalline material. They are often associated with disloca-
tion loops or networks.

The photoluminescent properties of mc-Si wafers in the
range 900 to 1700 nm have been studied by hyperspectral
imaging. The PL from the band-to-band transition in Si may

be used for generating images with contrast related to the
lifetime of excited minority charge carriers. Furthermore, the
method enables signals originating from recombination
through states in the bandgap of Si to be extracted. These
signals may be used for imaging the distribution of crystal
defects such as contaminating elements and dislocations
associated with known energy states in the bandgap.
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Crystal imperfections degrade the quality of multicrystalline silicon wafers by
introducing alternative recombination mechanisms. Here we use non-destructive
hyperspectral imaging to detect photoluminescence signals from radiatively active
recombination processes over the wafer with a highly resolved spectral third dimen-
sion. We demonstrate that band-to-band recombination can be visually separated
from recombination through traps across the whole surface of a wafer using hyper-
spectral imaging. Our samples are studied in the near infrared wavelength region,
900-1700 nm, which includes the region of the so called D-band emission lines. These
constitute four resolved emission lines found in the photoluminescence spectrum of
silicon, commonly related to recombination through shallow inter-band gap energy
levels near the conduction- and valence band edges. The shape and structure of these
emissions from our measurements suggest that all the D-lines have different origins.
Copyright 2012 Author(s). This article is distributed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4766588]

I. INTRODUCTION

Multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) used in photovoltaic applications contains various amounts of
crystal imperfections, such as point defects, grain boundaries and dislocations, limiting the efficiency
of solar cells through increased recombination of photogenerated charge carriers.1 Understanding
the origin of various types of crystal imperfections, as well as their influence on the recombination
routes in the crystal, is crucial in the aim of improving the solar cell process. Often, imperfections are
grouped in clusters since impurities in mc-Si tend to segregate in the strain field around dislocations
in the crystal. This is particularly true for transition metal impurities introduced during processing
of the silicon wafer. In a detailed study of dislocations and metal silicides in crystalline silicon,
performed by Seibt et al.2 it was found that electron-hole-pair recombination at a dislocation site
mainly runs via its shallow levels and is strongly increased by impurities bound to the dislocation
core. It has also been suggested that removal or deactivation of recombination active impurities from
structural defects such as dislocations by gettering, eliminates deep-level recombination routes, but
does not influence the shallow levels.3 It is therefore particularly important to understand the origin
of the shallow band recombination routes.

Spectra from the near infrared region (NIR) of cooled mc-Si crystals often contain 4 pronounced
emission lines, called D-band emission lines. The 4 lines denoted by D1 - D4 have central peaks
located at 0.812, 0.875, 0.934 and 1.00 eV respectively.4 The D-band lines are generally considered
to be related to defects causing recombination through radiatively active, relatively shallow bands,
observable in the NIR region.3, 4 During the last decade, much research effort has been invested into
understanding the origins of the D-band emission lines, in particular their relation to various types of
dislocations and metal contamination.5 It has been suggested that D1 and D2 lines originate from the
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FIG. 1. Regular photo of the mc-Si wafer.

defects produced by the same dislocation processes, and likewise for D3 and D4 lines. The former
and the latter defects are, however, believed to be different from each other in nature.4

Photoluminescence (PL) imaging of silicon wafers is a powerful non-destructive method to
study and characterize crystalline silicon wafers.6, 7 The PL signal being directly related to the
minority carrier lifetimes, PL imaging can even be used to map the lifetime across the wafer,
as demonstrated by References 8 and 9. Traditional PL images do not contain any wavelength
information and spectroscopy needs to be performed on selected areas of the wafer to obtain this
additional information. However, recently it was demonstrated in a pilot study how PL imaging
with hyperspectral techniques yields, simultaneously, the Si band-to-band (BB) luminescence image
as well as images of luminescence from radiatively active crystal imperfections introducing inter
band gap energy states in a mc-Si wafer.10 Hyperspectral imaging is a form of spectroscopy where
a spectrum is sampled at each point in the image plane. This results in a highly sensitive three-
dimensional (2+1) image, providing both spatial and spectral information of the sample. In the
present work the technique of hyperspectral imaging will be used to study the physics and origins
of radiatively active recombination routes, including the D-band emission, on our mc-Si wafer.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The hyperspectral camera used in the study (Norsk Elektrooptikk SWIR 320i) has an InGaAs
detector and the spectral range is from 900 nm to 1700 nm. The spatial resolution is on the order
of 300 µm with the present set up, and a spectral resolution of 5 nm. A laser (Lasiris Magnum II,
808 nm) with irradiated power density of 2 W/cm2, corresponding to a photon flux of 8.1018 cm−2s−1

was employed as excitation source. A 850 nm low-pass optical filter was added to the focusing
optics.

The samples were a p-doped (boron, 1.0 ! cm, 240 µm thickness) mc-Si wafer with dimension
50 × 50 mm, and a Cz-Si slug (1 mm thickness). A regular photo of the mc-Si wafer is displayed
in Fig. 1. The samples were surface passivated by amorphous Si (a-Si:H) deposited by chemical
vapour deposition (CVD). The average lifetime was measured by quasi steady state photoconduc-
tance (QSSPC) (Sinton BCT 400) to 25 – 54 µs for the mc-Si wafer, and to 300-600 µs for the
Cz-Si wafer. BB photoluminescence was studied at room temperature (RT) by placing the wafer
on a polished stainless steel surface. In order to enhance the signal from luminescent active imper-
fections, the samples were also cooled to 110 K on a liquid nitrogen cooled surface of polished
aluminium.
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FIG. 2. Intensity images of band-to-band photoluminescence signals from room temperature (300 K) of the mc-Si wafer (a),
and the Cz-wafer (b). Band-to-band photoluminescence signal from cooled samples (110 K) of the mc-Si (c) and the Cz-Si
wafer (d).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The image file from the hyperspectral camera is composed of a stack of 150 2D-images of the
sample, each centered on a specific wavelength in the region 900 – 1700 nm. Such 3D (2+1) image
cubes were obtained for both the mc-Si wafer and the Cz-Si wafer, at room temperature (300 K) and
at 110 K. Images of the BB photoluminescence at 300 K and 110 K for both wafers are shown in
Fig. 2. The grain boundaries are clearly observed as contrasts in the BB mc-Si PL image obtained at
300 K [Fig. 2(a)]. In this image, sub-grain boundaries and point defects are also identified whereas
twins are absent. Structure was also seen in BB PL image of the Cz-Si wafer [Fig. 2(b)], similar to
the image of the photoluminescence killing centers in Cz wafers reported by Ma et al.11 No other
signal other than the Si PL could be detected in our 300 K recordings of the Cz wafer.

The BB photoluminescence images from the cooled Cz and mc-Si wafers are shown in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d) respectively. For the mc-Si wafer, crystallites seen in the regular photo in Fig. 1 are easily
recognized. Several signals from radiatively active energy transitions were observed in the cooled
mc-Si wafer, and the much studies D-lines described above was clearly identified. A composed colour
image showing the D1 (0.82 eV) in red and D2 (0.87 eV) emission in green is shown in Fig. 3(a).
Similarly, Fig. 3(b) shows an image of the D3 (0.93 eV) emission in red and D4 (1.0 eV) in green.
An additional signal detected at 0.75 eV is shown in Fig. 3(c).

Spectra of selected locations in the wafers are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the BB
emission from the cooled samples have more narrow spectral peaks than at 300 K, and they are
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FIG. 3. Composed red and green colour images of the D-band emissions, D1 (0.82 eV) in red and D2 (0.87 eV) in green (a),
D3 (0.93 eV) in red and D4 (1.0 eV) in green (b). Image of the 0.75 eV signal (c).

slightly shifted to a higher energy, 1.09 eV compared to 1.08 eV at 300 K [Fig. 4(a)]. A lower energy
peak at 1.04 eV was also observed at 110 K, which is generally regarded as the phonon replica of
the BB peak. The D-band emission observed in the cooled mc-Si wafer [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] also
show up in the spectra. The intensity ratios between the various emission lines depend strongly on
the location on the wafer.
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FIG. 4. Recorded spectra from selected points on the wafers (locations shown in Figs 1 and 2) : Si band-to-band photolu-
minescense in a reference monocrystalline (Cz) wafer at 300 K [Fig. 2(b)] and 110 K [Fig. 2(d)] compared with a the signal
from uncooled mc-Si at 300 K [Fig. 2(a)] are displayed in (a). Individual spectra from the points 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are shown
in (b) and (c). The locations of the D-band lines (D1: 0.82 eV, D2: 0.87 eV, D3: 0.93 eV, D4: 1.0 eV) are indicated.

Spatial (x and y) and spectral (eV) visualization of the mc-Si wafer, imaged in Figure 5, reveals
the extension of the crystal imperfections. The 3D cube is viewed from different angles to enhance the
visualization. The BB PL emission and two layers of phonon replicas can be seen as well as the inter-
band-gap emission in the wafer. Each emission exhibits characteristic distributions both in the spatial
and spectral dimension. Luminescence from point- like features with sharp onset and end are evident
as is emission with more diffuse nature.

IV. DISCUSSION

The D1 and D2 emissions do not occur physically together with D3 and D4 [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)],
supporting the theory that the D1/D2 pair and the D3/D4 pair have different origins. Most of the D1
and D2 emissions [Fig. 3(a)] originates from the lower right corner and along the right edge of the
wafer, a region clearly anticorrelated with the BB PL signal [Fig. 2(c)]. It has been suggested that
D1 and D2 have the same origin12 but due to variations in the intensity ratio between the lines [see
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FIG. 5. Visualization of the recorded photoluminescense signals in the region 1.30 to 0.73 eV over the plane of a mul-
ticrystalline wafer in 2 (x-y) + 1 (energy) dimensions. The data set is viewed from two different angles. The emission
energies due to band-to-band recombination with its two recorded phonon replicas as well as the emission from inter-band
gap recombination through traps are indicated.

Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)], D1 is probably not the phonon replica of D24. Although D1 and D2 generally
occur together in our images, the D2 emission has a more diffuse character than D1. Moreover, there
are several points detected in D1 and not in D2, and vice versa unlike results reported by Schubert
et al.13 This suggests that D1 and D2 could have partly different origins. This could be due to e.g.,
metal components that segregate together in some regions but not as a general rule.

The D3 signal seems to originate from several parts on the wafer [Fig. 3(b)] with a diffuse
character. The D4 signal, also on Fig. 3(b) is very different from D3 but has similarities to parts of
the D2 emission [Fig. 3(a)]. There are also very strong variations in the intensity ratio between the D3
and D4 line in the spectra from different locations [see for example the ratios in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)].
These measurements opposes to Sekiguchi et al.4 who suggested that D3 and D4 have the same
origins. In addition to the D1 – D4 lines, an emission line at 0.75 eV was detected in the cooled
mc-Si wafer [Fig. 3(c)]. The image in this wavelength region displays strong emission from points
and small clusters distributed over the wafer. Some of these points coincide with points seen in the
D1 emission indicating that the signal originates from components clustered on the same locations
as those emitting in the D1. We note however that the common signal in D1 and D2 (the clusters in
the lower right corner and along the right edge) is completely absent in the 0.75 eV image.

The recordings of the mc-Si wafer cooled to 110 K reveal emission lines that have previously
only been detected at significantly lower temperatures in the range 5 – 20 K.3, 14, 15 The D-lines
described above have previously been detected in intentionally dislocation-induced Cz-wafers by
PL and cathodoluminescence respectively.14, 15 However, in spite of the high sensitivity of our
recordings, no emission lines could be detected in the Cz-Si wafer, other than the BB signal.
This shows that the photoluminescence killers in Cz-Si - generally believed to be due to dislocation
clusters around interstitial oxygen11 are either absent in this as-grown sample or not radiatively active
at the temperatures used for our recordings. The D-band emission lines observed in intentionally
deformed crystals are hence most probably caused by changes due to the deformation and not by
as-grown defects.

V. CONCLUSION

Hyperspectral imaging is a non destructive, highly sensitive macroscopic technique for PL
imaging of Si wafers. Radiatively active emission due to crystal imperfections are clearly distin-
guished from the dominating band-to-band emission across the surface of the wafer, revealing the
extensions of all the emission signals, both in the spatial and in the spectral dimension. The images
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and spectra of our mc-Si sample display the four D-band emission lines and an additional emission
at 0.75 eV, previously not reported. Based on our measurements, we suggest that all the emission
D-lines could have different origins. Methods of analysis such as dislocation mapping, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and confocal imaging will be
the subject for further study.
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Abstract 
Multicrystalline Silicon wafers for solar cell applications has been studied with a 
hyperspectral camera (900-2500 nm) with the aim of characterizing bad areas in the 
wafer, causing reduced efficiency in the solar cell. This technique yields a spectrally 
resolved image of all radiative emission, in addition to a photoluminescence image of 
the band-to-band emission in silicon. The latter can be directly compared with a 
lifetime map of the excited carriers, which is validated by a carrier density image of 
one of our samples. A demonstration of Multivariate Curve Resolution on the 
hyperspectral data set showed that the loadings correspond well with previously 
studied emission signals in the wafer. Since the imaging procedure is non destructive 
and the Multivariate Curve Resolution provides a fast analysis we suggest that this 
technology could be implemented as a real time process line for characterization of 
multicrystalline wafers. 
 
 
 
Keywords:  Hyperspectral Imaging, Principal Component Analysis, Multivariate 
Curve Resolution, Solar Cells, Photoluminescence, Photoluminescence Imaging, 
Carrier Density Imaging 
 
 
Introduction 
In the photovoltaic industry, the use of multicrystalline silicon wafers is favoured by 
its low cost compared with monocrystalline wafers that are produced from one single 
crystal. However, for multicrystalline wafers one needs to deal with crystal 
imperfections like impurities and dislocations, reducing significantly the efficiency of 
the solar cell. Much effort is therefore dedicated to understanding how crystal 
imperfections in multicrystalline silicon appear, how they influence the cell efficiency 
and not the least, how they can be avoided or reduced. Photoluminescence (PL) 
imaging is a well-established, non-destructive technique for characterizing 
multicrystalline silicon wafers1, 2. The main principle is to excite electrons in the Si 
with a laser, and the radiative recombination of these electrons is followed by the 
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emission of the photoluminescence signal. A mechanism for recombination across the 
Si energy gap is the so-called radiative band-to-band signal (see Fig. 1a). In presence 
of crystal imperfections the band-to-band recombination will be perturbed and the 
electrons will follow alternative routes through traps in the bandgap (Fig. 1b). This 
process is called Shockley Read Hall recombination and can be visualized across the 
wafer as dark regions in a photoluminescence image since the signal in the band-to-
band energy is very low.  Shockley Read Hall3  recombination may also be radiative, 
with emission at other energy levels than the band-to-band emission. Study of the 
spectral behavior across the wafer may therefore reveal information regarding the 
origins of the imperfections and how they influence the recombination routes in the 
energy band gap. Traditionally, spectral information has been obtained only from 
selected points on the wafer through NIR spectroscopy  (e.g. 4 Inoue et al.).  Recently 
we have demonstrated that both spatial and spectral information across the whole 
wafer could be obtained simultaneously using hyperspectral photoluminescence 
imaging5. This technique has been further explored to study the shape and structure of 
radiatively active recombination routes from crystal imperfections in the silicon 
wafer6.   
 
A hyperspectral camera collects the data in a three-dimensional data matrix, also 
known as a hypercube7 .  All the spectral channels are collected on top of each other 
to form a hypercube with two spatial axes (m and m pixel coordinates) and one 
spectral dimension (λ). Hyperspectral imaging has been used much in airborne and 
satellite images8, and recently, several examples of hyperspectral imaging in 
laboratory studies have demonstrated the power of this technique for a large number 
of applications (e.g., 9,10 ). In the present work hyperspectral imaging is conducted on 
multicrystalline Si wafers. In particular, we will explore if multivariate analysis like 
Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR) of the data set could be used as an automated 
method to extract radiative emission from Si and crystal imperfections across the 
sample. 
 
 
 
Experimental 
 
Data aquisition 
The samples were three surface passivated (a-Si:H), p-doped multicrystalline silicon 
wafers with dimension 50 x 50 mm. RGB images of the samples at room temperature 
are displayed in Fig. 2. The samples were cooled to 80 K since this reduces the band-
to-band recombination in silicon, increases the population of excited charge carriers 
and thus enhances the signal from radiative crystal imperfections. The samples were 
cooled on an aluminum surface on top of a cryogen cooler filled with liquid nitrogen. 
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Fig 2. RGB images of the three studied Si wafers at room temperature. 
 
The hyperspectral imaging experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 and shows the 
hyperspectral camera, a cryogenic cooler, the sample, and a laser (Lasiris Magnum II, 
808 nm) that was used as excitation source.  The NIR hyperspectral images were 
recorded using a Specim SWIR camera. The size of the detector is 320 x 256 pixels. 
The camera has an HgCdTe detector and a spectral range from 900 nm to 2500 nm, 
distributed on 256 channels.  One dimension of the detector is used for the spectral 
separation and the other for imaging one of the two spatial directions so that one line 
is recorded each time with a spectrum in each pixel. The second spatial dimension is 
obtained by moving the sample under the camera with a translation stage. It typically 
takes 4 seconds to scan the sample and the spatial resolution of the setup was of the 
order of 200 µm. An 850 nm low-pass optical filter was added to the focusing optics 
to remove scattered radiation from the laser leading to 2nd order harmonics detectable 
by the camera.  

 
Figure 3. Sketch of the instrumental setup of VNIR camera, laser and cryogen holder 
for the sample. 
 
 
In addition to the hyperspectral imaging, Carrier Density Imaging (CDI) was carried 
out for one of the wafers as an independent measurement technique to validate our 
technology.  CDI is a well known spatially resolved carrier lifetime measurement 
technique in solar cell production, providing the actual local lifetimes of the excited 
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carriers10.  Given that the CDI is carried out at 330K, a hyperspectral recording was 
also obtained at 330K for the same wafer. 
 
 
Image processing 
Dark frames of the detector were obtained by closing the aperture and capture 100 
frames with the same exposure time as the sample frames. These were averaged and 
subtracted from the raw frames. The images contain a wafer in the center surrounded 
by the aluminum surface that is also seen as a background beneath the wafer. This 
background signal was subtracted by averaging the pixel columns on each side of the 
wafer for all spectral channels.   
A contrast image was extracted from the hypercube by averaging the signals for 
selected wavelengths. 

  
Fig 4a) Contrast image with edge detection algorithm, b) workflow of the data analysis. 
 
By analyzing the edges in the contrast image (wafer) and the CDI image, the 
coordinates of the corners were determined by the crossing point of the lines from the 
edges. The directions of the search path in the edge finding algorithm, is indicated by 
the arrows in Fig. 4a). The crossing points were used in an affine transform for each 
wavelength to align the hypercube into a common coordinate system. For 
visualization of the band-to-band photoluminescence signal, the bands corresponding 
to 1130nm +- 2 bands were extracted from the aligned hypercube. A workflow of the 
alignment process is displayed in Fig. 4b). 
 
 

Data analysis 
Multivariate curve resolution (MCR) is an iterative resolution method that strives to 
recover the pure response profiles, such as spectra for hyperspectral images, of an 
unresolved mixture when no prior information is available about the nature and 
composition of these mixtures.  MCR is based on a bilinear model, which requires a 
linear combination of the spectra of the pure components in the system. The bilinear 
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model is on the form 𝐷 = 𝐶𝑆𝑡 + 𝐸, where D is the raw measurement, C is the matrix 
of concentrations, called the scores matrix, and St the matrix of related pure spectra, 
called the matrix of loadings. E is the experimental error contained in the raw 
measurement12.  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is another useful tool to 
estimate the number of significant components in an image and to remove noise in 
large data sets13.  PCA uses an orthogonal transformation to transform a data set with 
correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated principal components. 
This transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component has the 
largest possible variance and each succeeding component in turn has the highest 
variance possible under the constraint that it be orthogonal to the preceding 
components. Due to these constraints, PCA do not provide the true spectra and 
relative contribution profiles of the image constituents directly. This is why a wider 
refinement of PCA, the MCR, was chosen for the analysis in this work. The data 
matrix (D) is processed by iterations of the scores  (C) and loadings (St). The number 
of components (physical constituents) contributing to D and to be modeled by MCR 
has to be determined. C and ST are optimized iteratively in an Alternating Least 
Squares (ALS) algorithm until convergence is reached. Diverse constraints may be 
applied in the process in order to obtain a physically meaningful solution. 
 
The hypercube has to be unfolded to λ*(m x n) before the MCR can be performed. 
After the MCR analysis, the columns of the C matrix can be folded back to the height 
and width of the original image yielding a distribution map of each component of the 
analysis. 
 
 
Results and discussion 
 
The MCR analysis selects the band-to-band silicon photoluminescence signal as the 
first component and most dominant signal for all the three wafers. The other 
components consist of radiative recombination at other wavelength regions. The 
signals can be visualized in the loading plots and the score images from the MCR 
shown in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. The loading plots are shown with energy (eV) on 
the x-axis, which allows us to directly compare them with the energy associated with 
the emission from crystal impurities. Common for the three wafers are the signals 
from four lines with energy peaks at 0.81, 0.88, 0.93 and 1.00 eV, commonly labeled 
D1 – D4, and generally believed to be related to dislocations in the crystal13 .  
If MCR is to be used as a rapid method to extract radiative recombination in a 
hyperspectral image of a Si wafer it needs to agree with the manual selection of the 
physically known radiative signals. The comparison of the MCR result and the 
manually selected images from the datasets of one of the wafers, sample 2, is 
displayed in Fig 6.  We note that the first component, MCR1, agrees well with the 
image of the band-to-band luminescence wavelength. The second component, MCR2, 
includes both D3 and D4. On the manually selected images in Fig. 6 we see that the 
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D3 and D4 signals are very correlated, which is most probably the reason why the 
MCR could not separate them.  The third component, MCR3, corresponds to the D1 
signal.  We note that MCR does not extract the D2 signal. From the manually selected 
images it can be seen that D2 is very correlated to D3 and D4 for this wafer, which is 
probably the reason why MCR does not extract D2 as a separate signal. The fourth 
component, MCR4, agrees well with the manually selected signal from 0.75 eV.   
	  
Normally as a validation of the model, the model should be applied on a test set. 
Because of the nature of our samples and their uniqueness it is hard to get a good test 
set to validate the model. However we can evaluate the model visually. 
 
For sample 1 there is an additional strong peak at 0.94 eV, also extracted with MCR 
(see loading plot Fig. 5a). This signal overlaps with D3 but has no signal in D4 and 
therefore seems to be due to a different mechanism than D3. A similar feature was 
found by Arguirov14 and is referred to as the ‘very high peak D3’ signal. The origin of 
this signal will be the subject for further studies. 
 
The band-to-band photoluminescence image obtained at 330 Kelvin gives a map of 
the local lifetimes of the excited carriers in the Si wafer. The high luminescent areas 
have high lifetime and are good regions providing high efficiency of the solar cell 
whereas dark areas are bad regions in the wafer where the Si band-to-band 
recombination is weak.  This can be seen in Fig. 7 where the band-to-band 
photoluminescence image for sample 1 is compared with a CDI of the same wafer. 
CDI is known to give the actual lifetime of the excited carriers and could be used to 
calibrate the hypersepectral image and obtain lifetime maps directly from the 
photoluminescence images.  
 
The band-to-band photoluminescence image for sample 1 is displayed in Fig. 8 with 
the radiative recombination signals from the crystal imperfections overlayed in red. 
This visualization maps the correlation between bad photoluminescent areas and 
emission from crystal imperfections. Using different colors for the various signals one 
could probe the radiative recombinations and see how each one relate to good and bad 
areas in the photoluminescence image. 
 
Conclusion 
Multivariate image analysis, and in particular, the MCR technique, seems very well 
suited to extract the individual signals from radiative recombination due to crystal 
imperfections in multicrystalline Si wafers for photovoltaic applications. Since the 
physics of the origin of the D-band emission lines is not yet fully understood, we 
cannot state whether the mixture of signals meets the criteria of MCR that the 
observed spectra is a linear combination of the spectra of the pure components. 
However, the results show good agreement with Arguirov15 and Olsen and Flø5. Using 
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MCR one can split the well known D-band lines, the signal at 0.75 eV, and even the 
‘very high D3’ signal from the band to band luminescence in a fast and efficient way.  
 
 

 
Figure 5: MCR loading plots for the three samples. The band to band emission is seen in blue 
at 1.1 eV together with the D-band lines. For sample 1 we see additional signal at 0.68 eV and 
the ‘very high D3’ line at 0.94 eV. For sample 2 and 3 we see the emission at 0.75 eV. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MCR 1 LUM  
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MCR 2 D3 D4 

   
MCR 3 D1 (D2) 

   
MCR 4 Emission from 075eV  

   
Figure 6: Left column MCR score plots and right columns, manually extracted 
wavelength. a) MCR score 1, b) Emission image band-to-band, c) MCR score 2, d) 
Emission image at 0.93eV (D3), e) Emission image at 1.0eV (D4), f) MCR score 3, g) 
Emission image 0.81eV (D1), h) Emission image at 0.88eV (D2), i) MCR score 4, j) 
Emission image at 0.75eV. 
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Fig. 7: CDI measurement (left) and band to band photoluminescence image at 330 K (right) 

 
Fig. 8: Spatially distribution of radiative emission. Band-to-band (white) and Shockley Read 
Hall recombination (red) 
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Crystal imperfections limit the efficiency of multicrystalline silicon solar cells. Re-
combination through traps is more prominent in areas with high density of crystal
imperfections. A method to visualize the distribution of radiative emission from
Shockley Read Hall recombination in silicon is demonstrated. We use hyperspectral
photoluminescence, a fast non-destructive method, to image radiatively active recom-
bination processes on a set of 50 wafers through a silicon block. The defect related
emission lines D1 and D2 may be detected together or alone. The D3 and D4 seem
to be correlated if we assume that an emission at the similar energy as D3 (VID3) is
caused by a separate mechanism. The content of interstitial iron (Fei) correlates with
D4. This method yields a spectral map of the inter band gap transitions, which opens
up for a new way to characterize mechanisms related to loss of efficiency for solar
cells processed from the block. C⃝ 2013 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported
License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4834155]

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Material defects

Several types of material defects can be found in multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) for photo-
voltaic applications. Impurities are introduced with the feedstock material or by in-diffusion from
the crucible, while grain boundaries and dislocations are formed during the crystal solidification
process. These material defects may act as recombination sites for electrons and holes, reducing the
minority carrier lifetime in the silicon which is an indicator of the quality of the wafers and the perfor-
mance of the final solar cells. In multicrystalline silicon, the material defects are not homogenously
distributed. Dislocation clusters, that are known to be highly detrimental to the minority carrier
lifetime, tend to grow with increasing height in the ingot. Such dislocation clusters can be traced
back to the origin, typically in a crystal defect.1 Metallic impurities tend to agglomerate at grain
boundaries or in dislocation clusters.2 It is therefore important to study the spatial distribution and
composition of crystal imperfections in a wafer in order to understand and reduce the performance
limiting effects in solar cells. Traditionally, minority carrier lifetime of silicon wafers has been mea-
sured using quasi steady state photo conductance (QssPC) and microwave photoconductance decay
(µ-PCD).3 Photoluminescence imaging (PL) of the band-to-band (BB) emission of crystalline sili-
con at room temperature is a more recent approach for characterizing silicon wafers as well as solar
cells.4

aElectronic mail: andreas.flo@umb.no
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B. D-lines

There are several other radiative emission lines in silicon in addition to the BB recombination.
Four radiative emission lines, believed to originate from dislocations in the crystals were first reported
in 1976 by Drozdow et al.5 These four lines are conventionally labeled D1, D2, D3 and D4 with
energies 0.8 eV, 0.87 eV, 0.94 eV and 1.0 eV respectively. Several theories have been proposed for
the origins of the D-lines and other radiative emissions from crystal imperfections, also called Defect
Related Luminescence (DRL). It has been suggested by Sauer et al.6 that D1-D4 are due to relaxed
dislocations whereas Higgs et al.7 suggest transition-metals as a source for the D-band emission
lines. Further it is proposed by Ostapenko8 that oxygen or heavy metals influence the half-width and
intensity of D1. Sekiguchi and Sumino9 associate D3 and D4 with slip lines and link D1 and D2 to
intersections of plural slip lines. They also observed pairwise similarity between D1/D2 and D3/D4
regarding their spatial distribution. Oxygen precipitates has also been found to be a possible origin
of the D-lines by Pizzini et al.10 and Tajima et al.11 Arguriov12 proposed D1 and D2 to be generated
by transitions between one-dimensional bands on 60◦ disclocations and that D3 and D4 are linked
to dislocations decorated by metallic impurities. Recently Mchedlidze associates screw dislocations
with a small twist angle to the D-lines and the edge dislocations to non radiative recombination.13

Investigation of DRL is mainly performed by laboratory-based spectroscopic point mapping
methods, such as described by Mudryi et al.14 and Ostapenkoet al.8 Recently single band methods us-
ing band pass filters on InGaAs cameras have been reported by Mankovics et al.15 and Schmid et al.16

Also hyperspectral technologies have been applied by Peloso et al.,17 as well as by Olsen&Flo18 and
Burud et al.19 The advantage of using hyperspectral imaging is that the entire spectrum is acquired
at each point. Instead of selecting a priori regions for detailed studies with e.g. spectrometry, the
relevant signals can be extracted by multivariate postprocessing from a full hyperspectral dataset.

In the present work we investigate DRL and BB luminescence through an ingot by selecting 50
wafers evenly distributed along the height of the ingot. These wafers are studied with a hyperspectral
camera in order to map, both spatially and spectrally, the distribution of radiative emissions from
material defects. Regular PL imaging and µ-PCD measurement were also carried out, the latter
yielding a map of interstitial iron across the wafer. Hyperspectral PL images have been aligned and
compared with the regular PL images and the interstitial Fe (Fei) maps. Two emission signals at
0.75 eV and 0.94 eV believed to be associated with point defects are investigated closer. Distribution
of Fei is shown compared to the D4 emission and BB image for selected wafers from the ingot.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Samples and preparation

Conventionally manufactured p-type mc-Si wafers with an initial thickness of 180 µm and
resistivites from 1 to 1.5 !cm are studied. 50 wafers of size 156 × 156 were selected, evenly dis-
tributed along the height of a centre block of an ingot. The first few wafers are from the bottom red
zone. After an HNA-etch (HF:Nitric acid:Acetic acid) and a subsequential cleaning, the wafers were
surface passivated using hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) deposited by plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition PE-CVD. The final thickness of the wafers was 164 µm. From these
wafers, 50 × 50 mm large samples were cut from the corner corresponding to the lower left corner
of the center block. These were characterized using BB PL-imaging (LIS-R1 from BTI), µ-PCD
(WT-2000PV from Semilab) as well as hyperspectral imaging. Hyperspectral images of the samples
were obtained using a SWIR MCT camera (Specim, Oulu, Finland) covering the wavelength region
926-2527 nm (0.49-1.34 eV). A line laser with wavelength 808 nm and irradiated power density of
approximately 2 W/cm2, was employed as excitation source. Our setup yields spatial and spectral
resolutions of 200 µm and 6 nm, respectively. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Hyperspec-
tral images were obtained of the wafers at 300 K and 80 K. The samples were cooled on a cryogenic
cooler filled with liquid nitrogen. Scanning one sample takes typically 3-4s but can be optimized for
in-line use.
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup showing a) the translation stage, b) the hyperspectral camera, c) the line laser, d) the filter and
e) the cryogenic cooler.

B. Data processing

To compare the hyperspectral images with the PL-images and the Fei maps, an alignment of the
data was performed. Some preprocessing steps were needed for this purpose. A hyperspectral camera
collects the data in a three-dimensional data matrix, also known as a hypercube.20 The raw images
have low contrast at the edges of the wafer since the luminescence is not homogeneously distributed.
To find corresponding points in both the hyperspectral images and complementary measurements
(µ-PCD and conventional PL), several selected wavelengths/channels were extracted from each
hypercube to create images with high contrast where the corners could be easily selected as reference
points. The complementary measurements were contrast adjusted to locate the corresponding points.
All the datasets, hypercubes and complementary measurements were then transformed with an affine
transform to a common coordinate system.

Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR) was used to extract the most important signals from the
hypercube in a fast and efficient way. A hyperspectral cube can comprise thousands of spectra,
many of them highly correlated. It is therefore useful to apply mathematical techniques to extract
the desirable information. MCR is a common method within multivariate statistics for reducing
the dimension of large data sets.21 An MCR analysis reduces the hyperspectral data cube into a
certain number of components containing all significant signals in the hypercube. These can be
visualized through so called score images and loading plots for each component. Applied to PL
imaging of silicon wafers the loading plot yields directly the significant spectral features across each
wafer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Emissions

All the hyperspectral images were analyzed using MCR in order to extract the significant
emissions in the data cubes. The cubes of 256 images were reduced to 4-5 components. The
combined loadings from all the MCR components are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 for wafer #3 and
#50 respectively in order to illustrate the top and bottom of the ingot. The loadings are plotted with
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FIG. 2. MCR loadings for wafer #3. The BB emission peak is clearly extracted at 1.1 eV, the D3 and D4 appear as blended
peaks, the VID3 appears as a high independent peak, the D1 and D2 are not well separated. Emissions at 0.68 eV and 0.7 eV
are extracted as individual peaks.

FIG. 3. MCR loadings for wafer #50. The BB emission peak is clearly extracted at 1.1 eV, the D3 and D4 appear as blended
peaks, VID3 is also blended with D3. D1 and D2 are blended. Emission 0.7 eV is extracted as one individual peak but with
a tail to the lower energy region.
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FIG. 4. RGB photographical image (left) and PL - image (right) of wafer #10 (50 mm × 50 mm) with D1 (red), D2 (blue)
and emission from 0.75 eV (green) overlaid.

FIG. 5. A 3D model of a) the D1 emission (blue) and b) the D2 emission (blue) through the height of the ingot. The amount
of D1 and D2 emission remains quite stable towards the top of the ingot. The D1 and D2 mostly coexist through the ingot. A
PL-image is shown at 25% solidification.

eV on the x-axis for direct comparison with the spectral behaviour of the different mechanisms. The
signals from the BB emission in silicon at 1.1 eV and the four known D-lines can easily be identified
in the figures. The emissions from D3 (0.94 eV) and D4 (1.0 eV) are resolved as one phenomenon
with MCR for both wafers. This corresponds well with previous reports stating that they have the
same origin, and that D3 is a phonon replica of D4.12, 22 The MCR reveals a strong and sharp signal
at 0.93-0.94 eV in wafer#3, hereafter called ‘ver yintenseD3’ (VID3). This signal has also been
reported by Arguirov,12 and the origin of this signal will be discussed below in subsection (III B).
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FIG. 6. 3D visualization of the mc-Si block. The dimensions of the studied volume are 50 × 50 × 200 mm extracted from
lower left corner of the center brickof the ingot as described in the text in IIA . Emission from VID3 (red) and emission
from 0.75 eV (blue) are displayed along the heigh of the block. The BB PL image is inserted for wafer corresponding to 25%
solidification.

Although not clearly resolved for wafer#50, the strong D3 signal for this sample indicate that this
peak is a blend of D3 and VID3. This also fits into the theory of D3 being a phonon replica of D4
since that implies that their intensity ratio is constant. This is only compatible with our data under
the assumption that the D3 for wafer#50 is a blend of D3 and VID3.

For the two samples #3 and #50, D1 and D2 seem to always appear together. This can be seen
from the MCR loading plots in Figs. 2 and 3. However, D1 and D2 do not always coexist, as is
shown for wafer#10 in Fig. 4. An RGB image and a BB PL image of the wafer is displayed with
the emissions from the energies 0.8 eV (D1), 0.87 eV (D2) and 0.75 eV overlaid in different colors.
Spatial variation of D1/D2 is also reported by Arguirov.12 Although it is often stated that D1 and
D2 correlate with dislocation clusters, our results indicate that the amount of D1 and D2 does not
change much towards the top of the ingot (Fig. 5) although the lifetime goes down and the dislocation
intensity increases.

A broad signal with a peak at 0.75-0.76 eV is separated from another broad peak at 0.68 eV for
wafer#3 that are not present in wafer#50 (Fig. 2 and 3). In wafer #50, there is, however, an emission
with peak at 0.7 eV. These three peaks appear at the same spatial locations in the ingot and could
be caused by the same defect. However, impuritites tend to accumulate in and near grain boundaries
and dislocations, and several different defects could therefore coexist in the same location. The
3-dimensional visualization of these signals in Fig. 6 indicate that they are point defects spread
out in the ingot. The points seem to be mainly located at grain boundaries, as shown in Fig. 4. An
emission from 0.75-0.78 eV was previously reported to be caused by oxygen precipitates.10, 23
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FIG. 7. Top left: Image of D3 wafer in #4, Top right: Image of very intense D3 (D3-D4), Lower left: Spectrum in point a,
Lower right: Spectrum of very intense D3 spot in point b.

B. Very intense D3

The high peak emission from 0.94 eV, VID3, radiate the similar energy as D3, but with different
distribution and properties. This has been reported by Arguirov,12 Bradfield et al.24 and Brown
et al.25 In order to study the spatial distribution of VID3 we define it as the difference image between
the emission D4 and D3 (displayed in Fig. 7). The distribution through the ingot is shown in Fig. 6.
As shown in Fig. 7(a) the relation between D3 and D4 is quite stable over the wafer except for some
points in Fig. 7(b).

C. FeB mapping

The bulk [Fei] has been studied by FeB-pair splitting comparing the lifetime before and after
illumination using µ-PCD. The amount of interstitial iron was determined using:

[Fei ] = Cµ−PC D(
1

τa f ter
− 1

τbe f ore
) (1)

Where Cµ − PCD = 3.4e13 µs/cm3. The distribution of interstitial iron in wafer #10 and wafer #45
are shown in Fig. 8. The first few wafers are from the bottom red zone of the ingot and are expected
to contain significant amounts of iron. Wafer #10 lies well above this bottom red zone. Due to
segregation, an increase in the iron concentration is expected towards the top of the ingot (last
to solidify). In addition, the dislocation density increases towards the top of the ingot.1 Minority
carrier lifetime maps show a higher average lifetime in wafer #10 than in wafer #45, mainly due
to the increased dislocation density in wafer #45. Iron tend to agglomerate at grain boundaries
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FIG. 8. The D4 signal and the PL-image of wafer #10 are shown in a) and b), while c) and d) show wafer #45. The
concentrations interstitial iron is overlaid (red). A high D4 signal (bright) correspond well with a low BB signal in the
PL-image as well as a high Fei-concentration. (Note: Fei intensity scale is different for wafer #10 (2e10cm−3) vs. wafer #45
(10e10cm−3)

and dislocations contributing to the increased iron content towards the top. More iron is therefore
expected in wafer #45 than in wafer #10. Fig. 8(a) shows the correlation betwen the D4 line and
the iron concentration from FeB-splitting. Both the D4 line and the Fei are mainly found at grain
boundaries shown in Fig. 8(b). Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) show the same correlation for wafer #45. Larger
dislocation clusters coincide with both a high Fei-content as well as a high D4-signal.

IV. CONCLUSION

Defect related luminescence with hyperspectral techniques is a fast non-destructive method to
classify the different radiative defects in multicrystalline silicon wafers. Used on a set of wafers
for a silicon block it provides information on the distribution of DRL in silicon. The luminescence
with energy at 0.75 eV and 0.94 eV (VID3) are probably caused by point defects and is evenly
distributed along the height of the block. The point defects are located at or near grain boundaries.
The D1 and D2 lines has similar features, but do not always appear together. Our measurements
indicate a correlation between FeB and D4. The D3 and D4 are correlated if VID3 is an independent
feature as suggested. A bigger sample holder would reveal more information about dislocation
growth. Analysis of wafers with known distribution of impurities will be the topic for further
studies.
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